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International literature shows that second-generation Pakistanis in the United Kingdom to a large
extent marry spouses from the extended family in Pakistan. A similar picture was also recently to be
found in Denmark. However, strict Danish legislation on family reunification introduced in 2002 and
an increasing number of local love marriages have changed the overall picture. This article discusses
how the new marriage preferences affect common notions of family relatedness, and suggests that
young couples’ decision to engage in a love marriage constitutes an act of symbolic mobility.
Ultimately, Danish Pakistanis are split between the marriage preferences set up by their families, the
Danish nation-state, and themselves. In this respect, marriage not only is about entering adulthood
and deciding one’s future, but also constitutes a process where notions of identity and belonging are
negotiated within local and transnational families.

At first, Yasmeen and Imran, fellow Roskilde University students and occasional class-
mates, did not really notice each other and spoke only sporadically. Gradually, however,
they became more and more interested in each other. They started communicating by
e-mail, talked after class, and on one occasion they even risked getting caught and went
to the movies together. Yasmeen and Imran were both well aware that by doing so, they
were going well beyond the rules of purdah, the common code of acceptable behaviour
for young unmarried men and women enforced by their families and the gossiping
Pakistani migrant community in greater Copenhagen. Despite the interests of their
respective parents, who wanted them to engage in arranged marriages with spouses
from the extended family in Pakistan, they nevertheless decided to take their relation-
ship to the next level and enter into a controversial love marriage.1 This article discusses
the current trend of love marriages among Danish Pakistani youth: couples like
Yasmeen and Imran reject the transnational marriages arranged by their parents and
extended family and engage in local marriages based on romantic feelings. This article
discusses how love marriages are embedded in discourses of identity, mobility, and
modernity and how the popularity of local marriages affects notions of relatedness in
transnational family networks.

Studies show that British-born children and even grandchildren of Pakistani immi-
grants are increasingly marrying spouses from Pakistan rather than partners born and
raised in Britain (Shaw !""#: $#%). One common explanation for this tendency is that
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transnational marriages are a means to create and strengthen the bonds of affiliation,
continue labour migration, and maintain values and identity within the close family
and extended kinship networks of biraderi (e.g. Ballard #&&"; Charsley !""'; !""%; !""(;
Shaw !"""; Werbner #&&"). Recent studies have also emphasized the importance of
more emotional aspects of kinship in order to explain the preference for transnational
marriages within the extended family (Shaw & Charsley !""%). Until recently a similar
preference for transnational endogamous marriages was also to be found among the
approximately !',""" people with a Pakistani background who have been settled in
Denmark since the late #&%"s or #&("s.2 In #&)&, a national survey showed that more
than )" per cent of all marriages within the group of Danish Pakistanis aged #)-!' were
contracted with spouses from Pakistan. However, in !""*, a new survey showed that in
the group of Danish Pakistanis aged #(-!(, more than *" per cent were now engaged or
married to spouses found in Denmark (Schmidt & Jakobsen !""*: ###). The figures are
probably even higher today, as the study concludes that there is a general tendency for
an increasing number of immigrants to marry spouses from Denmark (Schmidt &
Jakobsen !""*: ##!).

One obvious explanation for these figures could be that the immigration regime of
Denmark and the strict rules on family reunification introduced in !""! have had a strong
impact on migrant families and have successfully created new marriage patterns. As
discussed elsewhere,hundreds of Danish Pakistanis have settled in Sweden in recent years
in order to achieve family reunification with spouses from the extended family in Pakistan
(see Rytter !""(; !"#"; !"#!; Schmidt !"##).However,a closer look at the expanding group
of Danish Pakistanis who marry local spouses reveals that the new emerging marriage
pattern is also a product of intergenerational dynamics, social mobility, and an ideal of
marrying for love. Like Yasmeen and Imran, many Danish Pakistanis engage in love
marriages, an emic term implying that young people find and select their spouses
themselves and that this once-in-a-lifetime decision should be based on mutual romantic
feelings. In this respect, the kind of love marriage that Danish Pakistani youth talk about,
dream of, and strive for is a companionate marriage where emotional closeness is
understood as both the foundation for and the goal of the marriage – an ideal which
worldwide seems to have become a key trope as a claim for modern identity (Cole &
Thomas !""&; Collier #&&(; Constable !""*; Hirsch & Wardlow !""%).

After elaborating on how internal social mobility and intergenerational dynamics
are combining with external legal interventions to stimulate the emergence of a new
marriage pattern, the first part of this article discusses how Danish Pakistani youth are
split between the diametrically opposite marriage preferences put forward by their
parents and extended family and by the nation-state, which has determined marriage
preferences for all Danish citizens by means of a complex of policies and legislation on
family reunification (Rytter !"#"). In order to grasp and analyse the critical period in
which different aspirations for and ideas about the future meet and individual life-
trajectories have to be decided, I apply Jennifer Johnson-Hanks’s notion of ‘vital
conjunctures’ (!""%: !!-$). Within this context, Danish Pakistanis’ choice of a marriage
partner on the basis of love and personal interests constitutes not only a public state-
ment of ‘who they are’, but also a projection of ‘who they want to be’. Love marriages are
distinct from the traditional endogamous marriages, which young people often asso-
ciate with their parents’ ‘village mentality’, and are instead embedded in notions of
individuality and modern lifestyles. In this respect, one might say that ‘love has become
something of a metaphor for social mobility’ (Hunter !""&: #*(). The irrevocable
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decision to marry against the preferences and interests of their parents and transna-
tional families becomes an act of ‘symbolic mobility’ in which Danish Pakistani youth
set a course towards a future in Denmark for themselves and their families.

The second part of the article presents the extended case of Yasmeen and Imran in
order to discuss some of the dilemmas and conflicts commonly found in migrant
families, when young couples suddenly decide to rebel against their parents’ will and
engage in romantic relationships and love marriages. The case illustrates how marriage
becomes a means to negotiate, create, or re-create notions of relatedness, identity, and
belonging within and between migrant families settled in Denmark and their wider
transnational kinship networks.

The final part of the article discuss how the current trend of local love marriages,
along with the limited possibilities for achieving family reunification with spouses from
Pakistan, has pushed migrant families in the direction of new marriage-scapes: the
numerous possibilities makes it possible to craft new identities and future horizons, but
the contingency of the unknown also creates numerous challenges and headaches.

The article is based on data from different research projects carried out over the last
ten years. The fieldwork for my Master’s thesis from !""# to !""! included twenty-six
semi-structured interviews with young Danish Pakistani men about their aspirations and
experiences of arranged marriages. A study conducted at the Academy of Migration
Studies in Denmark (AMID) from !""' to !""% included eighteen semi-structured
interviews about marriage with transnational couples settled in Sweden, where one
spouse is Danish Pakistani and the other is Pakistani. Finally, the article includes data
collected during doctoral fieldwork from !""% to !"") focused on the intergenerational
and transnational dynamics of Pakistani migrant families. As this article will make clear,
marriage is a very sensitive topic in a small migrant community, and therefore all names
andidentifiablefactssuchasthenumberof siblings,placeof residence,andeducationhave
been changed in order to protect the anonymity and integrity of my informants.

Intergenerational dynamics and legal intervention
The current trend of love marriages is part of a more general transformation of
intimacy within Pakistani migrant families, where the relations, emotions, and obliga-
tions which constitute family and kinship networks are being renegotiated. In order to
address these changes, I make an analytical distinction between internal intergenera-
tional dynamics and external legal intervention by the Danish nation-state.

Internal dynamics
New marriage preferences are being negotiated between an ageing first generation and a
rising second generation who have been quite successful in the free Danish educational
system;whereas theparent’sgenerationgenerallyhadnoor littleeducationbefore leaving
Pakistan, the upcoming generation have the same level of educational achievement as the
national average for young Danes (cf. Mikkelsen, Fenger-Grøndahl & Shakoor !"#";
Moldenhawer!""').Theinstitutionof arrangedmarriagerestsontheunderstandingthat
the younger generation should comply with the wishes and decisions of their family
elders. However, Danish Pakistani youth do not necessarily share their parents’ interest
in a transnational marriage within the biraderi, but often want a partner with the same
background as their own: in other words, a spouse with an education who has been
brought up in Denmark or another Western country. The differences in upbringings,
levels of education, job opportunities, and worldviews often create tensions and conflicts
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within migrant families which should not be underestimated. Danish Pakistani youth
have managed to convert their parents’ hard work and sacrifices into upward social
mobility by becoming IT specialists, engineers, dentists, medical doctors, and so on
(Rytter !"##). In the process, they have also gained financial independence; in fact, they
may become the main providers for their families. The growing gap within Pakistani
migrant families often becomes salient when it comes to marriage.

Still, love marriages are controversial within the Pakistani migrant community.
Young people often try to keep their romance secret until they finally decide to get
married and have their parents formally arrange the marriage for them, so that it can
be presented to the wider migrant community and relatives in Pakistan as a traditional
arranged marriage. Local love marriages, which obviously involve the refusal of poten-
tial spouses from the extended family in Pakistan, may result in broken transnational
relationships and kinship networks.

External intervention
The decrease in transnational marriages is also an observable effect of the new strict
legislation on family reunification introduced by the Danish government in !""!.
Marriage migration has in many respects become the last legal route of entry into
‘Fortress Europe’, and many European countries have adjusted their rules on family
reunification in order to protect their national interests against the uncontrolled inflow
of foreign spouses (Beck-Gernsheim !""(; Kofman !""*). Owing to the introduction
of five requirements regarding a minimum age of !*, accommodation, personal
finances, collateral, and ‘national attachment’ (see Rytter !"#"), it has become difficult
– not only for foreigners, but for Danish citizens as well, in particular those with
immigrant backgrounds – to achieve family reunification with non-European spouses.
Whereas a total number of %,$&& foreign spouses came to Denmark through family
reunification in !""", in !""&, the number was reduced to $,%%!. Whereas !%# spouses
came from Pakistan in !""", the number was reduced to #$! in !""&.3

On the one hand, when the new immigration regime was introduced, it was pre-
sented within a discourse of humanism as a necessary means to save young, second-
generation immigrants from being forced into transnational marriages by their parents
and families. On the other hand, the new legislation was part of the general securiti-
zation and mobilization of national sentiments and values which took place in the wake
of ## September !""#, and as such was presented within a discourse of nationalism as an
effective means of protecting national borders and interests (Hervik & Rytter !""*).
Since !""!, thousands of Danish citizens have moved to Sweden in order to achieve
family reunification with foreign spouses as citizens of the European Union. As noted
above, hundreds of Danish Pakistanis have also chosen this option. In this respect, the
Danish legal measures can be said to break up families. However, at the same time,
many have continued to commute on a daily basis between their legal residence in
Sweden and their workplace, educational institution, friends, and family in Denmark
(see Rytter !""(; !"#!).

These internal and external processes are part of an overall transformation of the
institution of marriage among Pakistanis in Denmark: the previous preference for
transnational endogamous marriages is being replaced by a preference for spouses
found in other parts of the world who are selected on the basis of a new set of criteria
and as a result of processes in which the young couple have a greater say in the matter
than in traditional arranged marriages. However, the current trend of love marriages
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among Danish Pakistani youth also rearranges intergenerational relations and connec-
tions between the families of the migrant community and can have severe implications
for transnational family and kinship relations.

Diametrically opposed preferences
Children represent the future, which makes it crucial for significant others to direct or
even control their life-choices and trajectories in order to reproduce the existing order.
Marriage not only concerns the intergenerational transmission of property and values;
it also concerns class positions, knowledge, and skills, as well as significant notions of
identity and belonging within the family. Likewise, modern welfare states have signifi-
cant interests in governing partner choice and the family formation of their citizens.
This regulation is exercised through national policies and bureaucracy in combination
with the educational system and the labour market (Sørhaug #&&%: #$"-#). In the
following discussion, I explore how both the family and the Danish nation-state have
significant interests in attempting to control and regulate the partner choice and
life-trajectories of Danish Pakistani youth.

The marriage preferences of the family
In Pakistan and among the Pakistani diaspora, the institution of arranged marriage
ideally implies that parents and adult children reach a joint decision concerning the
future husband or wife.4 Marriage is not only the union of two individuals; it is also a
relation between two families, and there are therefore inevitably different perspectives
and interests at play in most marriage arrangements. The socio-cultural and religiously
justified norms of gender segregation or purdah mean that unmarried Danish Pakistani
women and men have limited opportunities to meet and get to know each other before
the actual marriage. It is, furthermore, considered a sign of respect and a proof of a
decent upbringing for young people to allow their parents to take an active part in the
decision about where (in what family, in what country) the marriage is to take place.
Conversely, it is also a parental duty and obligation to find eligible partners for their
offspring. To arrange the marriages of one’s children completes parenthood. But young
people also need their parents’ collaboration and approval so that they can formally
give their rishta: that is, suggest a marriage connection between two families. A formal
proposal is seldom made by young people themselves.

Pakistanis traditionally express a preference for marriages within the extended
family, and the ideal match is often considered to be between first cousins (Ballard #&&";
Shaw !"""; !""#; Werbner #&&"). Such marriages are believed to confirm and
strengthen already existing ties and notions of relatedness within the family. Another
important argument in favour of this kind of marriage is that cousins can be assumed
to know each other in advance. However, close relations between two cousins can also
cause problems: for example, if they have known each other since early childhood and
relate to each other as classificatory siblings rather than as potential partners in mar-
riage (Charsley !""(: ##!'). Marriage between first cousins is also believed to ease the
bride’s transition in the virilocal system from being her parents’ daughter to becoming
her husband’s wife and the daughter-in-law in the house of his parents. In a consan-
guineous marriage, the bride’s mother-in-law is already her aunt, which is believed to
imply that she will not be as critical or demanding as she might be with a girl from an
unknown family (Charsley !""': )&). But again, this is a generalization. In real life, there
may be numerous pragmatic reasons for not arranging marriages between children
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within the immediate family, and for seeking partners among more distant relatives,
friends, neighbours, or business partners instead. Last but not least, marriage within the
family can be a strategy to protect second-generation Pakistanis from being exploited
in ‘bogus marriages’ (Charsley !""%: ##(") or becoming ‘visa brides’: that is, solely a
means for a man to enter Europe (Wikan !""!: !%!).

A study of marriage preferences and practices among Danish Pakistani men and
their parents shows that the latter often prefer to recruit spouses from the extended
family in Pakistan (Rytter !""$). This marriage preference reflects the assumption that
marriages between equals and families that are ‘alike’ provide the best basis for a
long-lasting marriage and family relationship in the years to come.5 However, any
notion of equality naturally depends on defining criteria: the equality between families
can be measured in relation to such parameters as educational level, occupation,
economic resources, political orientation, religiosity, place of origin in Pakistan, or the
family’s zaat (clan) background.

When parents start looking for a daughter-in-law in Denmark for one reason or
the other, they consider it important to find a girl from a Pakistani family they are
already acquainted with and respect, typically a family from their native village, or at
least from the same zaat. The absolute minimum criterion for Pakistani parents is
that their daughter-in-law should be a Muslim, while the worst-case scenario is an
ethnic Danish non-Muslim daughter-in-law (Rytter !""$: ')ff.). In this way, the
parents and the extended family distinguish between potential partners and rank
them them along a continuum of good and bad choices and several gradations in
between (see Fig. #).

Choosing a daughter-in-law from the extended family network is a way to confirm
and renew connections and bonds with significant people and places that the immi-
grant family left behind decades ago. The widespread reluctance, at least in the begin-
ning, of the first generation to marry in Denmark has to do with the risk and
uncertainty of marrying into ‘strange’ and unknown families (Charsley !""(: ##!"). The
same is the case when it comes to marrying Muslim girls in Denmark with parents from
other countries than Pakistan. Despite a common religious background and the general
acknowledgement that Muslims are ‘brothers’ and ‘sisters’ of the ummah, there is often
deep scepticism regarding whether differences in national background, language, and
traditions can be overcome in everyday life in the domestic sphere. Ethnic Danish
non-Muslim girls are often rejected as serious potential spouse material by both young
men and their parents: one may have intimate relations and even sexual affairs with
them, but when it comes to marriage, ethnic Danish women are not an option. They are
often described as being too independent for Pakistani family life, too promiscuous,
and marriages to them are all too likely to end in divorce.

The marriage preferences of the nation-state
From a historical perspective, the strict immigration legislation and policy on family
reunification introduced in !""! is the culmination of a growing public and political
interest in the marriage of different immigrant groups which emerged in the #&&"s in
Denmark (e.g. Madsen !""!; Rytter !""$, !""%; Sareen !""$; Schmidt & Jakobsen !""*;
Schmidt, Liversage, Graversen, Jensen & Jakobsen !""&) and in the rest of Scandinavia
(e.g. Berg #&&*; Bredal #&&&; !""%; Schlytter !""*; Wikan !""!). This interest has been
motivated by a number of cases in which young people (mostly women) with
a background as immigrants and Muslims have stood forth in the media or in
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autobiographies and have recounted how they were forced into marriage by their
families (Abdel !"""; Deveci !""*; Khader #&&%; Kickbusch !""#; Osmani !"""; Rashid
!"""; Svane !""!). These horrible cases have stimulated the creation of a sense of moral
panic and have motivated politicians to take action in order to find a responsible
solution to the apparently massive problems within the Muslim community. One goal
has been to help young immigrants ‘gain time’, so that they can avoid being married at
too young an age.6 It is a general assumption that an education postpones the final
decision to marry until young people reach their mid-twenties, and that this delay
empowers them to take a stand against the wishes and possible pressures of their
parents, their family, and the Pakistani community in general (Government’s Action
Plan !""$). The current strict legislation on family reunification is a political signal that
transnational marriages are not wanted in Denmark. Instead, second-generation immi-
grants are urged to find their partners inside the country. In this respect, the national
legislation points out which partners the Danish nation-state considers ‘good partner
choices’, while at the same time indicating clear preferences as to what constitute ‘bad
partner choices’. Choosing spouses from the extended transnational family is often
presented in public discourse as an ‘un-Danish’ (udansk) practice that contrasts with
the marriage preferences of ‘real’ Danes (Rytter !"#"; Schmidt !"##). Transnational
marriages are also seen as an indicator of a failed integration process, which in this
context has connotations of a morbid and unhealthy state of existence. Another aspect
is the heightened risk of producing disabled children in consanguineous marriages (cf.

Marriage preferences of the family

1. Ethnic Danes
(non-Muslim)

2. Other Muslim
immigrants in
Denmark

3. Other
Pakistani
families in
Denmark

4. The extended
family
(biraderi) in
Pakistan

5. The close
family in
Pakistan
(consanguineous
marriage)

Marriage preferences of the nation-state

1. The close
family in
Pakistan
(consanguineous
marriage)

2. The extended
family
(biraderi) in
Pakistan

3. Other
Pakistani
families in
Denmark

4. Other Muslim
immigrants in
Denmark

5. Ethnic Danes
(non-Muslim)

‘The good
partner choice’

‘The bad partner
choice’

Figure 1. The diametrically opposed marriage preferences of Pakistani parents and the Danish
nation-state. (The not-so-happy Smiley represents the position of Danish Pakistani youth.)
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Shaw !""#), which is twice as great as in other kinds of marriages, according to the
Danish government (Government’s Action Plan !""$: *). This warning indicates that,
from the official point of view, the only morally responsible course of action is to
abolish the preference for transnational marriages within the family network. Even
though marriages between cousins are legal under Danish legislation on marriage,
cousin marriages within the immigrant population are presented as morally suspect
and as resulting in genetic degeneration.

In short, the Danish nation-state has set up an alternative marriage preference for the
Muslim immigrant population. In contrast to the preferences of the parents, the nation-
state urges second-generation immigrants to marry within Denmark and preferably to
enter into an inter-ethnic and inter-religious relationship with a Danish spouse. Above
all,Danish Pakistanis are encouraged to defy the tradition of transnational marriages and
especially not to marry within the extended family network, as both of these types of
connections are presented as irresponsible and morally reprehensible.

As illustrated in Figure #, the marriage preferences of the family and the Danish
nation-state are diametrically opposed. In the first scenario, the family offers all the
privileges, rights, and obligations associated with the transnational kinship network, as
well as the possibility of renewing practical and emotional connections and bonds with
relatives and significant places and spaces in Pakistan. In the second scenario, the
nation-state offers a future of being fully recognized and accepted as a Danish citizen,
which also includes access to the privileges of the welfare system.

The vital conjuncture of partner choices
The choice of marriage partner constitutes a critical period in the life of young Danish
Pakistanis where different aspirations and ideas meet. No matter what decision they
finally end up taking, it will have consequences not only for themselves, but also for
numerous people in their local and transnational families. It is these kinds of intense
life situations that Jennifer Johnson-Hanks (!""!; !""%) suggests we call ‘vital conjunc-
tures’. She introduces the concept to address periods of potential transformation (such
as death, divorce, pregnancy, or childbirth) where the direction of individual life-
trajectories changes (Johnson-Hanks !""%: !!-$), and suggests that structural transi-
tions are much more open and contested temporal periods of uncertainty, innovation,
and ambivalence than acknowledged by traditional ethnographic categories (!""!:
)%'). The concept of vital conjunctures can therefore be used to grasp and analyse the
vital events of human life which cause previously steady trajectories to shift direction
and which lead to the formation of new horizons.

The current immigration policy and legislation on family reunification has created
a vital conjuncture for young Danish Pakistanis.7 Any decision they make will inevita-
bly include the rejection of others. But neither the family nor the nation-state accepts
the rejection of their particular preference without sanctions. If second-generation
Pakistanis refuse to adopt the preference of the nation-state, they have to leave the
country in order to achieve family reunification with their new spouses (cf. Rytter !""(;
!"#"; !"#!; Schmidt !"##). If, conversely, the family’s preference is rejected, the parents
– and maybe especially the transnational family – will interpret this as a neglect of the
emotional and social bonds within the family and the norm of marriages within the
biraderi. When migrants do not fulfil their obligations, this is often interpreted as an
unmistakable sign that they feel that they have become too ‘good’ for their families and
relatives in Pakistan and no longer want to invest in intimate family relationships. This
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neglect can end up creating family conflicts and ultimately lead to the reorganization of
the transnational network. For this reason, Pakistani parents in Denmark sometimes
react very strongly when their offspring do not comply with their wishes or even reject
an already planned rishta within the transnational family network. Young Danish
Pakistanis who insist on marrying a husband or wife against the will of their parents
(and transnational family) risk the sanction of longer or shorter periods of ‘social
death’, where they are ignored and not considered part of the family (Charsley !""(:
##!!). On rare occasions, young people who do not comply with the plans of the family
have been punished by actual death, becoming the victims of so-called ‘honour killings’
(Møller !""(; see also Wikan !""$).

In the following section, I will present the extended case of how the love marriage of
Yasmeen and Imran was brought about. I investigate the micro-politics of family life in
order to illustrate what kinds of dilemmas and conflicts may be created within and
between migrant families when Danish Pakistani youth no longer want to comply with
the tradition of formal transnational arranged marriages, but instead outline alterna-
tive futures for themselves and their families.

Imran and Yasmeen
Imran is !( and a student at Roskilde University. He is the oldest of four siblings and has
always lived with his parents in a suburb south of Copenhagen. His father and mother
both originate from smaller villages in the Gujrat district, like the majority of Pakistani
migrants in Denmark (Quraishy #&&&). Imran has a relatively large family in Denmark,
since one of his paternal uncles and a paternal aunt live here with their spouses and
children. Imran’s grandmother also lives in Denmark.

Yasmeen is !% and also a student at the university. Her father died years ago, so she
lives alone with her mother and three siblings. Her mother comes from the city of
Faisalabad in the heart of Punjab, a major city compared to the villages from which
Imran’s family originate. Yasmeen is the second oldest of the children in her family. Her
older brother is engaged to a young woman from the family network in Pakistan. The
plan is that in time they will marry and she will then come to Denmark through family
reunification. Yasmeen has no other family in Denmark, but she has paternal aunts in
Belgium, Holland, and France. All remaining family members on the mother’s side live
in Pakistan.

As mentioned at the beginning of this article, Yasmeen and Imran met each other at
the university, and later initiated a romantic relationship. However, they both empha-
sized during our conversations that their relationship back then was purely platonic
and that they did not transgress any religious boundaries regarding what is acceptable
behaviour for unmarried women and men. When I asked whether they had made their
decision to marry on the basis of love, Imran explained:

Yes ... and no. We were in love. But at the same time ... it was also because we matched each other on
many fronts and shared many interests. We had the same ideas about our family and married life. So
it was also to some extent a pragmatic decision. We had been looking at each other for a long time. We
did not just rush into it.

When Yasmeen and Imran learned that they shared common interests and dreams for
the future, they decided to take their relationship to the next level: they decided to get
married.
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Imran’s troubles
In order to be married, in the first place Yasmeen and Imran needed their families’
acceptance (and ideally their blessing), and in the second place they needed to get their
parents to arrange the rishta formally between the two families. ‘To do it right’ the boy’s
parents officially ask the girl’s parents for the hand of their daughter, so Imran had to
confront his parents and tell them that he had met a girl whom he wanted to marry. He
was very nervous about the outcome of this confrontation, for three specific reasons.

First of all, Imran knew for a fact that his parents preferred that he marry within the
extendedfamily inPakistan.AyearbeforehisrelationshipwithYasmeenstartedbecoming
serious, he had been in Pakistan with his father and younger brother, and here his father
had explained that at his age (then !') it was time to start thinking about marriage, and
now that they were already in Pakistan it would be obvious for them ‘to look around’ (se
os omkring). However, at this time, the idea of a future with Yasmeen had already begun
to take shape in Imran’s mind, so he refrained from making any decision in that regard,
though without making it clear to his father that he might not be interested in a wife from
Pakistan at all, but preferred a partner from Denmark instead.

Secondly, a marriage connection between Yasmeen and Imran was complicated by
the fact that the families did not have any prior relationship with each other and, even
worse, had different backgrounds. Not only did Imran’s family come from a village
whereas Yasmeen’s came from a large city, the two families also had different zaat
backgrounds. Imran’s family were Jat and Chaudry, an overall category for families
with land. There are many families in Denmark who call themselves Chaudry. However,
Yasmeen’s family were of the lineage of Rajputs, who converted from Hinduism to
Islam generations ago. According to Imran, both zaat rank high in the overall hierarchy,
which in the end made the rishta acceptable to his parents. As Imran’s father confided
to him on a later occasion: ‘Yes, after all it was good that it was not a family from a lower
ranking zaat that you were married to’.

But there was a third and more fundamental obstacle to their future wedding plans:
Yasmeen was already engaged to a man in Pakistan. Owing to this delicate situation, in
which Imran wanted to marry a woman outside the biraderi, from another zaat, and a
different part of Pakistan, and who furthermore was already engaged, it took him
almost three weeks to find the courage to confront his parents and tell them about
Yasmeen. But by then he had no other choice, because gossip about their relationship
had started to circulate in the migrant community. About this nerve-wracking period,
Imran explained:

I had told my friends that I knew a Pakistani girl, but it was a long process where we started to develop
these feelings for each other. In the beginning we did not think so much about it, but when the gossip
started I got really nervous. I was not concerned for myself or about what people may think of me. But
there is this with my mum and dad, they are part of this Pakistani spider’s web where rumours about
me would give them a hard time – and so they eventually did. It was not Imran, but Chaudry’s son
who had started having lady friends.

When he finally told them, his parents were very upset and disappointed that their son
wanted a partner from Denmark despite their explicit preference for a daughter-in-law
from Pakistan, and that he had been pursuing a secret relationship with Yasmeen and
had thereby jeopardized the honour and respect of the entire family. But because
Imran’s romance was about to turn into a ‘public secret’, they had no other option but
to try to arrange the marriage.
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Yasmeen’s other engagement
When Yasmeen met Imran, she was already engaged to her maternal aunt’s son. They
had become engaged when she had gone on a summer holiday in Pakistan with her
mother at the age of #&. Back then, her mother had actively tried to influence her
decision by constantly talking positively about her cousin and complimenting him on
his looks and letting her know how happy it would make her if Yasmeen were to marry
him. Being a widow without any family in Denmark, Yasmeen’s mother was uncertain
about her future and old age, but by having her daughter engaged to her sister’s son, she
could re-establish a link to her family in Pakistan. This marriage would furthermore be
economically advantageous to the family because the marriage would give the young
man the opportunity to come to Denmark, earn money, and support the family back
home. So in order to make her mother happy, Yasmeen agreed to the engagement.

Despite all these convenient reasons, Yasmeen felt a growing unease with her fiancé.
For her, one potential future problem was that she herself was heading towards higher
education, while her fiancé had no education at all. She asked him to acquire an
education in Pakistan numerous times, so that he would be prepared to get a job when
he came to Denmark later. But despite her requests nothing happened in this respect.

If Yasmeen and Imran were to be married, she would have to break off the engage-
ment with her cousin. This would, however, put her mother in bad standing with her
sister, and probably also with the rest of the family in Pakistan (see Fig. !).

Previous episodes in the family history meant that a broken engagement would have
serious consequences for Yasmeen’s mother (#). (The numbers in this section refer to
Fig. !.) Years ago, Yasmeen’s maternal aunt and her husband had arranged for the
engagement of two of their sons to the uncle’s sister’s two daughters. After a while, both
engagements were annulled, because the young women and their parents wanted to find

Figure 2. The complex family conflict in which Yasmeen and Imran were suddenly involved.
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more educated and eligible partners (!). Enraged that she and her sons had been rejected
in such a humiliating way,Yasmeen’s aunt demanded of her husband that he break off all
contact with his sister, which he complied with in order to restore the family’s public face
and reputation ($).When Yasmeen, years later, became engaged to a third son, her cousin
in Pakistan, she inadvertently became part of this family conflict (*), because if she were
to break off the engagement with her fiancé and marry Imran instead, this family history
would repeat itself.In that event,her uncle would be entitled to reciprocate the ultimatum
hehadbeengiven,anddemandthathiswifebreakoffallcontactwithhersister(Yasmeen’s
mother) in Denmark, a demand that would restore some of the prestige and dignity lost
after having a son rejected after years of engagement.

By falling in love and deciding to get married, Yasmeen and Imran became the centre
of a complicated family drama in which the worst possible scenario was that Yasmeen’s
mother would be cut off from her family and network in Pakistan. Yasmeen was aware
of this, so she could not tell her mother directly about her relationship with Imran.
Instead, she just told her that a boy from the university and his parents would like to
come for a visit. Immediately her mother understood what was going on. First she was
furious, and then she started crying. In a desperate attempt to make her daughter
change her mind, she declared that Yasmen was no longer her daughter and informed
the rest of her children that they were not allowed to talk or listen to their sister.

When Imran’s father later visited Yasmeen’s mother for the first time in order to
meet Yasmeen and discuss the possibility of connecting the two families in marriage,
the mother’s concern about losing contact with her family in Pakistan was the major
topic of conversation. At the time, Yasmeen’s mother was also worried about her son
('). He had recently been married in Pakistan and was waiting for his wife to be granted
family reunification to Denmark. He now risked being punished by the family in
retaliation if Yasmeen broke off her engagement.8 Yasmeen’s mother would therefore
under no circumstances allow Yasmeen to be married before her new daughter-in-law
had arrived in Denmark.

Yasmeen’s mother had a hard time relating the bad news to the transnational family.
In fact, she waited until after the wedding before calling her sister in Pakistan and inform-
ing her that the engagement had been called off becauseYasmeen had married a man from
Denmark of her own accord. When Yasmeen visits her mother today, she is no longer
supposed to answer the phone, because Yasmeens’s mother has officially cut her con-
nectionwithherindependentanddisobedientdaughterinrelationtotheextendedfamily.

Fundamentally,neitherImran’snorYasmeen’sparentsapprovedof themarriage inthe
beginning, but they all went along with the decision and the wishes of the young couple
intheend.Parentswalkatightropebetweensuggestingeligiblecandidatesandattempting
to orientate the trajectories of their children in certain directions,all the while risking that
the young people will go ahead and make decisions about their marital futures without
the consent of the parents.Often parents and adult children meet somewhere in between.
This was also the case for Imran and Yasmeen. Approximately one year after Imran first
told his parents about Yasmeen, they were married at a discreet wedding with ‘only’ a
hundred guests. Yasmeen explained why they did not have the traditional big wedding:
‘It would have been like inviting people to come and see all the trouble’.

Marriage and mobility
Yasmeen and Imran ended up getting married despite all the problems they initially
faced in their local and transnational families. But just because young people succeed in
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convincing their parents to go along with and arrange a love marriage, the couples do
not necessarily ‘live happily ever after’. After the wedding comes the time when the
strength of the newlyweds’ mutual feelings and aspirations are tested against members
of the two families who might have preferred to see them married to someone else.
Yasmeen’s mother did not start speaking to her again until six months after the
wedding, and even then never with the same level of intimacy as before. When I
interviewed Yasmeen, her mother was still hurt and disappointed. When Imran visited,
she gave him few openings to start building a relationship with her and fulfilling his
practical and emotional duties and obligations as son-in-law. The only comfort was
that Yasmeen’s older brother had fully accepted Imran.

Right after the wedding, the couple moved into Imran’s parents’ apartment in order
for them to get to know each other. In this respect they complied with the virilocal
ideal, but after a while they realized that this housing situation gave them very little
privacy to prioritize each other and their studies. Yasmeen explained:

Imran would like to live at home, but I do not. His family is really nice. But I think that if we live too
close it will increase the tensions. We lived there for a while after our wedding ... Imran’s father does
not really speak to him anymore because we moved out. They [the first generation] see it another way
[than we do]. They may think that we are leaving because we do not like them. But I would like to have
some privacy.

So after six months they moved into an apartment just five minutes away. Imran’s father,
however, was not satisfied with this arrangement. Once again he had to listen to the
community gossip about his independent and unruly son and daughter-in-law. Once
again his paternal authority and ability to raise his children were called into question.

The case of Yasmeen and Imran shows that migration is never a once-and-for-all
move, but rather a continuous process in which historical background still influences
and guides the interests, aspirations, and decisions that migrants make. It therefore
seems useful to supplement our understanding of physical migration with a concept
that can address the kind of ‘symbolic mobility’ that is part of any vital conjuncture
people may face. Whereas physical mobility concerns the move from Pakistan to
Denmark, symbolic mobility refers to the various social practices – that is, gestures,
speech acts, gifts, or life-phase transitions such as marriage – through which migrants
confirm, contest, or re-create their senses of relatedness and belonging to specific places
or significant imagined communities (cf. Carsten !"""). Second-generation Pakistanis
are often born and raised in Denmark, but they are nevertheless absorbed in social
games at home, among Pakistani friends or in the migrant community, through which
they relate to the country their parents left behind and to the ways in which everyday
life was organized in that socio-cultural environment. While physical mobility is the
irrevocable movement from A to B, symbolic mobility refers to the ways in which we
constantly adjust our life-trajectories towards more or less distant horizons. Yasmeen
and Imran’s marriage can be interpreted as a kind of symbolic mobility: in choosing
each other, the parental love which is ultimately confirmed by accepting an arranged
marriage is redirected and transformed into romantic love for a member of another
family. In this process, young Danish Pakistanis to some extent distance themselves
from their parents and extended family and head towards a common future in
Denmark.
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Marriage patterns and notions of relatedness
The case of Yasmeen and Imran highlights several general dilemmas which the trend of
love marriages has created within and between migrant families. In this section, I
discuss how these new marriage preferences affect the Pakistani migrant community
and relations of transnational family networks in general.

Currently, first-generation Pakistani parents have started to view the marriage of
their offspring as a means to social mobility whereby the middle-class status achieved
in Denmark can be converted into favourable rishtas (Rytter !"##: !"(). Many parents
have learned from their married children that arranged marriages contracted with
partners from the family network in Pakistan can be dysfunctional and may leave their
children unhappy; but, provided first-generation migrants have already married their
oldest son or daughter within the biraderi, they are partially relieved of family and
kinship obligations, and can start to look in new directions in their search for spouses
for their children. In this process, the strong ties consolidated by transnational mar-
riages within the family are being replaced by the creation of weak ties by which
Pakistani migrants reach out and connect to new networks of migrant families in
Denmark or the rest of Europe, the Middle East, or North America, or even upper-
middle-class families in Pakistan’s major cities such as Karachi, Lahore, or Islamabad
(cf. Werbner #&&&: !(-)). In this respect, the strict Danish immigration regime of !""!
has pushed families in the direction of new marriage-scapes (Constable !""*: *) and
made it acceptable to go beyond the transnational – but still narrow – family network,
and to recruit spouses from new and wider circles.

Not everyone, however, ends up in a love marriage like Yasmeen and Imran.
Members of both older and younger generations explain that it is actually difficult to
find eligible matches in Denmark. First of all, there are relatively few Danish Pakistanis
of the opposite sex in the same age group who are not already married or engaged.
Furthermore, there is the problem of meeting candidates without jeopardizing your
reputation or the honour of the family – here educational settings, associations, and the
Internet seem to be favoured options. Another crucial aspect is the increasing impor-
tance of education in matching families that are alike. Once, on a taxi ride in Copen-
hagen, my Danish Pakistani driver related how his rishta had been refused three times
by different families because he was ‘only driving a taxi’. Owing to his lack of education,
no Danish Pakistani woman and family would marry him. Instead his parents were now
arranging a marriage for him in Pakistan. Turning this example around, it is also a
growing problem that young women with an immigrant background are more suc-
cessful than their male counterparts in the educational system (cf. Mikkelsen et al. !"#":
#$*). Getting an education is an accepted way to postpone the family’s marriage plans,
and many seem to use this as a deliberate strategy to get an education and start a career.
Unfortunately, however, the increasing population of educated women with immigrant
backgrounds (including Danish Pakistani women) lack men with similar backgrounds
and educational qualifications to marry. One strategy in this situation is for the family
to start looking for matches in other countries or for the young woman to fall in love
with a man from another ethnic background.

The issues of the numbers and categories of eligible partners are not the only causes
of problems; it can also be difficult to create and cultivate lasting relationships of
mutual trust and affection between two families which have previously considered each
other ‘strangers’ owing to differences in place of origin, zaat, religious orientation, and
so on. It has been suggested that endogamous marriage within the extended family is a
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means by which Pakistani migrants can reduce the risk and avoid the uncertainty of
marrying unknown families (Charsley !""%; !""(). Conversely, the problem can also be
that two families know each other too well. Many male Pakistani migrants lived and
worked together in ‘the golden age’ of the late #&%"s and early #&("s before their wives
and children arrived: back then many of the respectable elders of today had a more
exploratory approach to life that might have included consumption of alcohol, illegal
activities, sexual relations, or extramarital affairs with Danish women (Rytter !"##:
!"#-!). In this respect, both ‘unknown’ and ‘all-too-well-known’ families may have
numerous skeletons in the closet that disqualify them as a reliable marriage potential.

Along with the strict Danish legislation on family reunification and the growing
interest in local marriages, the institution of the matchmaker has gained prominence.
When I interviewed Mrs Ghafoor, a middle-aged married woman and mother of three
children, about her informal matchmaking service, she explained that Danish Pakistani
men and their families often have unrealistic expectations about what rishta they can
expect.MrsGhafoorhadtwobookletswhereshelistedher‘customers’,includingtheirage,
height, weight, family and zaat background, education and current job, interests, and
approach to religion. One example she gave was of a man with a university degree who
worked for a large Danish company and was from what Mrs Ghafoor referred to as‘a good
family’. Still, she had no potential spouses for him; not only had he been married once
before, he was also below average height and had started to lose his hair. The highly
educated women listed in her other booklet would never be content with this rishta.

Finally, many young Danish Pakistanis stress their religious identities and use the
choiceof life-partnerasameanstoemphasizethat,contrarytotheirparents,theyconsider
themselves to be‘Muslim’before they are‘Pakistani’,which often means that they find and
marry spouses who are Muslim but from another immigrant group. Such religiously
motivated marriages mark a distance from the gossiping Pakistani migrant community
and the various cultural traditions considered un-Islamic, such as the parents’ emphasis
on zaat endogamy. However, the choice of a Muslim, non-Pakistani spouse often results
in numerous challenges after the wedding, when the couple must learn to navigate
between two different nationalities, languages, traditions, and family backgrounds.

All examples above are intended to illustrate how the emerging marriage-scapes and
changing notions of relatedness and intimacy not only offer possibilities, but also create
numerous new challenges for Danish Pakistani youth and their families in their quest
for eligible partners.

Conclusion: transformation and continuity
Anthony Giddens has suggested that an integrated aspect of late modernity is the
emergence of so-called ‘pure relationships’, where romantic feelings and relationships
supposedly are separated from wider social or familial obligation (#&&!: ')). Even
though Danish Pakistani love marriages might constitute such a radical break from the
previous traditions of arranged marriages, many young couples still try to ‘do it the
right way’, which implies that they attempt to make their evolving romantic liaisons and
love marriages follow the ‘script’ of formally arranged marriages. Young couples like
Yasmeen and Imran might follow their own aspirations and desires by entering more or
less controversial love marriages, but they also relate to the values and traditions of
rishta, zaat, virilocality, or biraderi, which continue to be important in the migrant
community. The current trend of love marriages is obviously a symptom of an ongoing
‘transformation of intimacy’, as suggested by Giddens (#&&!). However, they do not
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indicate a fundamental rejection or break with previous marriage traditions in Paki-
stani families; rather they constitute a subtle redefinition of existing practices. The
simultaneous processes of transformation and continuity in Pakistani marriage pat-
terns and preferences exemplify how migrants may adopt to their new circumstances in
European countries without assimilating to the whole package of individualistic values.

The extended case of Yasmeen and Imran also suggests that Danish Pakistani youth
often find themselves in a vital conjuncture, caught between the preferences of their
family and the nation-state. Much is at stake for migrants when it comes to marriage.
Not only do relationships with parents in Denmark risk being seriously damaged when
young people ‘suddenly’ want to choose their partners themselves, but the connections
to significant people and places related to the Pakistani branch of the transnational
family are also at stake. Just as marriage is the ultimate way to create or maintain
transnational relations, it can also be an event that may cause conflict and reorganize
the moral orders of emotions, duties, and obligations within transnational family
networks. Thus, I have suggested that when young Danish Pakistanis choose to engage
in a love marriage with a spouse from Denmark, the decision is often explained and
justified within discourses on identity and modernity; in this respect a love marriage
constitutes an act of ‘symbolic mobility’ whereby young people map out the direction
of their future life-trajectories.

Despite their popularity, love marriages are still controversial within the relatively
small migrant community. None the less, the scandalous character of these marriages
will most likely disappear as more and more young couples meet, fall in love, and get
married with (or without) the blessing of their parents and families. So even though the
rejection of a rishta from the extended family may weaken or even break up connec-
tions to significant people and places in Pakistan, love marriages will become the
foundation on which new intimate relations can be cultivated between migrant families
in the diaspora. In this way, a love marriage between two families may be the first step
in the creation of new biraderi-like relationships (Shaw !""": #)%).

Finally, this article has discussed why the marriage preferences and patterns of
Danish Pakistani youth appear to differ from those of the Pakistani community in
Britain. A future, more thorough, comparison should not only explore the impact of
scale and migration history of the Pakistani communities but also pay more attention
to how the socio-economic and political contexts of Britain and Denmark, respectively,
have influenced marriage practices and family formation. Nevertheless, it has been
suggested that the institution of marriage is changing due to the combination of
intergenerational social mobility and legal interventions by the Danish nation-state in
its attempts to regulate the pattern of transnational marriages. Paradoxically, the legal
restrictions on family reunification which have drastically reduced the possibility of
marriage migration of Pakistani spouses have at the same time provided Danish Paki-
stani youth with various new options beyond the endogamous circles of the extended
family. None the less, it should be emphasized that current immigration policy also
creates huge problems for the segment of Danish Pakistanis who actually want a spouse
from Pakistan, and who therefore have to move to Sweden or another country of the
European Union in order to achieve family reunification.

NOTES
The model of diametrically opposite marriage preferences (Fig. # in this article) was introduced in a

Swedish anthology (Rytter !""(), while the extended case of Yasmeen and Imran first appeared in a Danish
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anthology (Rytter !""'). Different parts of this article benefited from comments and suggestions provided by
Lisa Åkesson, Marita Eastmond, Laura Gilliam, Karen Fog Olwig, and Karen Valentin. I also thank Nadine
Fernandez, Lenore Messick, and Bjarke Oxlund for help with language, literature, and love. Finally, I am
grateful to the comments and suggestions by the three JRAI reviewers and the editor, Matthew Engelke, which
helped improve earlier versions of this article.

1 The notion of ‘love marriage’ is used in emic discourse among Danish Pakistani youth and implies that
the young couple have met, fallen in love, and married with or without the consent of their respective parents.
It is often emphasized that a love marriage does not necessarily imply any kind of physical relationship
between the young couple prior to the wedding.

2 The majority of the Pakistanis in Denmark come from villages in Gujrat and Jhelum district in rural
Punjab. As the same can be said for Pakistanis in Norway, the area is sometimes referred to as ‘Little
Scandinavia’. Many marriages are being arranged between branches of transnational families settled in
Denmark and Norway. The rest of the Pakistani families in Denmark originate from larger cities such as
Lahore, Karachi, Rawalpindi, or Sialkot.

3 Total number of family reunifications to Denmark, !"""-&: %,$&& (!"""), %,*&& (!""#), *,))" (!""!), !,'$)
(!""$), !,$** (!""*), !,*&) (!""'), !,()( (!""%), $,%#% (!""(), $,"(# (!"")), $,%%! (!""&). Total number of
spouses coming from Pakistan to Denmark, !"""-&: !%# (!"""), !"% (!""#), #&" (!""!), '# (!""$), *" (!""*),
'$ (!""'), '* (!""%), #"$ (!""(), )) (!"")), #$! (!""&). The effect of the current immigration regime
introduced in !""! is obvious. The statistics are extracted from the publication ‘Tal og fakta på udlændinge-
området’ (!""', !""&) found on http://www.NyiDanmark.dk.

4 I am well aware that this definition neglects the aspect of power when it comes to selecting partners, and
that some marriages are ‘forced marriages’, because they are arranged without the consent of the young
people involved (cf. Samad & Eade #&&%).

5 Norwegian anthropologist Thomas Walle (!""*: #!") suggests that Pakistanis in Norway, like those in
Denmark, express an explicit preference for isogamous marriages: that is, marriage alliances contracted
between families who are structurally equal and alike. In a British context, other scholars have suggested the
term homogamy, which refers to the selection of a partner from a similar social background shaped, for
example, by race, class, ethnicity, religion, age, and education (Samad & Eade #&&%: !&).

6 This is also the main political argument and justification for introducing the minimum age of !* for both
spouses (#&-års regel) in order to be eligible for family reunification to Denmark.

7 Marriage always constitutes a ‘vital conjuncture’ where different aspirations and interests regarding the
couple’s current and future lives are presented and discussed. However, since the introduction of the new
national immigration policy, the Danish nation-state has interfered in this process and presented an alter-
native marriage preference for local spouses.

8 Yasmeen’s mother feared that the family in Pakistan would not let her daughter-in-law come to Denmark
if Yasmeen broke off the engagement with her maternal cousin. Pnina Werbner (#&&&) presents a case where
a divorce in the biraderi was reciprocated by numerous other divorces in the transnational network in order
to even up the balance.
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D’une préférence à l’autre: mariage et mobilité chez les jeunes Pakistanais
du Danemark

Résumé

De nombreuses publications internationales montrent que les Pakistanais de deuxième génération au
Royaume-Uni se marient souvent au sein de leur famille élargie au Pakistan. Un constat semblable a aussi
été dressé récemment pour le Danemark, mais la rigueur de la législation sur le regroupement
familial votée en !""! dans ce dernier pays et le nombre croissant de mariages d’amour locaux sont venus
changer la donne. L’article décrit les conséquences des nouvelles préférences matrimoniales sur les
conceptions habituelles de liens de parenté et suggère que la décision des jeunes couples de contracter un
mariage d’amour constitue un acte de mobilité symbolique. En fin de compte, les jeunes Pakistanais du
Danemark sont partagés entre les préférences matrimoniales établies par leur famille, l’État-nation danois
et eux-mêmes. Le mariage n’est pas seulement un passage à l’âge adulte et une décision sur son propre
avenir: il constitue aussi un processus au fil duquel les notions d’identité et d’appartenance se négocient au
sein des familles locales aussi bien que transnationales.
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